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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let me begin by introducing our team of presenters.

First, and most importantly, I want to introduce Ms. Sarah Werth. Sarah is a 2005 graduate of our MSW Program and the principal investigator for the research that underpins this presentation. Essentially, a rather unique adventure, Sarah’s master’s thesis was on the master’s thesis in social work education. 

Next, I want to introduce Dr. Charles Floyd. Dr. Floyd was one of Sarah’s thesis committee members. He is also one of the original founders/pioneers of the MSW Program at CSU Stanislaus. As such, he brought much insight to this research endeavor. That is, since its inception, our MSW program has basically required all students to complete a thesis prior to graduation. (In certain cases, we actually have a “project option”; however, 95% of our students complete the master’s thesis as a culminating experience.) With his background and experience as a social work educator, Dr. Floyd’s lens was extremely valuable in helping Sarah organize and draw meaning from the data generated in this research endeavor. 

My name is John Garcia. I was the Chair of Sarah’s thesis committee. It was through this team of three’s interest in this topic that this research came to be. My interest in this topic involves the fact that each year, while being committed to the master’s thesis, we as a program holistically struggle to make it work. We struggle in the sense that many of us see great value in the completion of the thesis; however, issues such as resources/workload, student resistance, and other factors make it difficult to continue. More (most) importantly, in our conversations with other social work educators, we continue to get differing ideas and opinions about how to solve this dilemma.  

Our title for this presentation originates from two different places. Our findings produced the first part of the title (“an endangered species”). The question, “Is it worth saving?” is the issue that we as a program are grappling with and the question that we believe requires greater discussion/reflection among social work educators.

 



BackgroundBackground

•• Lipidus (1987) estimated that nearly 70% Lipidus (1987) estimated that nearly 70% 
of all masterof all master’’s degrees were nons degrees were non--thesis thesis 
degrees.degrees.

•• Stanford (1987) found within the CSU Stanford (1987) found within the CSU 
system only 15% of the programs systemsystem only 15% of the programs system-- 
wide required the completion of a masterwide required the completion of a master’’s s 
thesis.thesis.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you examine the social work knowledge base (or, for that matter, the broader “graduate education” knowledge base), you will find that “historically” very little has been written about the master’s thesis, including the percentage of programs that require the completion of a thesis or the merits (and limitations) of the thesis as a graduate requirement. (We have included a list of citations that you might want to examine for more information on this topic—but you will note it is a limited bibliography. 

Two scholars (Lipidus and Stanford) in 1987 did provide us with some rates about the use of the master’s thesis in graduate education programs as a whole.

Since then, we have found scant attention related to the disappearance of the master’s thesis—if these numbers have held or have continued to decline.




 



BackgroundBackground

CCommenting on the zeitgeist of graduate education ommenting on the zeitgeist of graduate education 
generally, Glazer (1986) stated:generally, Glazer (1986) stated:

The dominate paradigm is practitioner oriented, The dominate paradigm is practitioner oriented, 
emphasizing training in skills, career development, and emphasizing training in skills, career development, and 
pragmatic goals. It is linked to the needs of students and pragmatic goals. It is linked to the needs of students and 
the demands of the market place and driven by the demands of the market place and driven by 
externally imposed standardsexternally imposed standards…….The master.The master’’s degree is s degree is 
overwhelmingly professional, is largely terminal, and is overwhelmingly professional, is largely terminal, and is 
practice oriented. (p. 83)practice oriented. (p. 83)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In providing a “rationale” for the disappearance of thesis, Glazer offered the following words. This logic has more or less prevailed as the impetus for the movement away from the masters’ thesis in all graduate programs—however, this rationale seems to be truly pervasive in social work education. (How many of you have heard or used this logic as a rationale for moving away from the master’s thesis?)  



PurposePurpose

•• To examine the thesis requirement/option in To examine the thesis requirement/option in 
MSW Programs across the country.MSW Programs across the country.

•• To capture participantsTo capture participants’’ views on the value and views on the value and 
limitations of the masterlimitations of the master’’s thesis in social work s thesis in social work 
education.education.

•• To stimulate dialogue about the role of the To stimulate dialogue about the role of the 
mastermaster’’s thesis in social work education.s thesis in social work education.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The intention of our research was very straight forward—we wanted to achieve three objectives: 1) examine what program’s across the nation are doing for a culminating experience—including the use of thesis. 2) capture participants’ views on issues related to the master’s thesis; 3) encourage/stimulate greater dialogue about the role of the master’s thesis.



MethodMethod

•• Targeted 189 accredited and inTargeted 189 accredited and in--candidacy candidacy 
programs programs 

•• Mailed a 19 item survey to the Mailed a 19 item survey to the 
Directors/Chairs of the MSW ProgramDirectors/Chairs of the MSW Program

•• Received 99 completed surveys (52%)Received 99 completed surveys (52%)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We Mailed our survey to the 189 accredited and in-candidacy MSW programs found in the most recent CSWE Program listing.

We directed our surveys to the heads of the MSW Programs—directors and chairs. 

We received 99 usable surveys from our participants.



ResultsResults

•• Numbers related to the use of the thesis in MSW Numbers related to the use of the thesis in MSW 
programsprograms

•• ParticipantsParticipants’’ ratings surrounding various aspects ratings surrounding various aspects 
of the masterof the master’’s thesis as a culminating activity in s thesis as a culminating activity in 
social work education social work education 

•• Themes and descriptions associated with Themes and descriptions associated with 
participantsparticipants’’ ratings ratings 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We organized our findings into three major sections: 1) Numbers associated with thesis utilization; 2) participants’ views of the thesis; 3) qualitative data—explanations for ratings.



Thesis as a RequirementThesis as a Requirement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
14 of the 99 programs still require the completion of a master’s thesis prior to graduation. (Actually, one program has 95% of their students completing the master’s thesis.)



Thesis as an OptionThesis as an Option

Presenter
Presentation Notes
40 of the 99 programs still maintain a thesis option—allow students to choose between or among the thesis and other culminating experiences.  



Thesis option: A closer lookThesis option: A closer look

Percentage of Students Opting for Thesis

63 63.6 63.6 63.6
6 6.1 6.1 69.7
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Presentation Notes
However, a closer inspection of the thesis option reveals that for most programs, the thesis option is selected by a very small percentage of students. (59 programs did not have the thesis option– of the remaining 23 programs that do not require the completion of the master’s thesis 20 indicate that in most instances fewer than 10% of their students choose the thesis option.



Alternatives to ThesisAlternatives to Thesis

67 68.4% 31 31.6%
84 85.7% 14 14.3%
87 88.8% 11 11.2%

70 71.4% 28 28.6%

77 78.6% 21 21.4%

Research Project
Comprehensive Exam
Portfolio
No Culminating
Experience
Other

Count %
no
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yes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We were interested in some of the alternatives to thesis that are being used by Programs across the country. 


Those listed as “other” did not fall into a specific category but included activities such as: “capstone/culminating classes,” “two research classes,” “literature review,” “comprehensive papers,” “Community projects,” “Field placement seminar assignments,” Exam at end of first year (qualifying examine). 




The masterThe master’’s thesis has historically played a meaningful role in social wors thesis has historically played a meaningful role in social work education.k education.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Three groups emerge: 1) Agree—historical value (40%)
	               2) Neutral– (30%)
	               3) Disagree (30%)		




Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clearly, those programs that require a master’s thesis believe that it has historically played a meaningful role in social work education.

However, closer examination of those programs that do not require the completion of the thesis reveal a similar patter of three camps: 1) 26 agree, 2) 28 neutral, and 3) 29 disagree. (COUNTS)




The movement away from the masterThe movement away from the master’’s thesis is a positive curriculum change.s thesis is a positive curriculum change.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This figure highlights the reality that the largest percentage of participants (40%) believe that the movement away from the master’s this is a positive curriculum change.

Nevertheless, again we see differing opinions on this matter. Over thirty percent of the participants are “neutral” on this issue. An, 25% of the participant’s believe that moving away from the master’s thesis is not a positive change.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The results are not overly surprising regarding how the programs that require the completion of the thesis responded. However, the variance in responses for the programs that do not require the thesis is noteworthy. (40 program representatives agree, 32 are neutral, 13 disagree.)



The masterThe master’’s thesis is a vital component to the research sequence in graduas thesis is a vital component to the research sequence in graduate te 
social work education.social work education.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Previous scholars have suggested that the completion of the master’s thesis is valuable in contributing to the development of research skills. Nevertheless, the highest percentage (50%) of participants do not believe that the master’s thesis is a vital component of the research sequence. That said, we still have 20% of the participants who are neutral on this issue, and 28% of the participants who believe that the master’s thesis is a vital component of the research sequence. 
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Presentation Notes
Pattern holds: No variance with those that require; some indecision with those that do not require. 



For the majority of social work students, the masterFor the majority of social work students, the master’’s thesis is no longer s thesis is no longer 
relevant to the mission of graduate social work education.relevant to the mission of graduate social work education.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, the three camps of those that see relevancy (38%), those that see no relevancy (40), and those that are neutral (21%) remains.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
While the camps remain—there is a strong contingent of programs (not requiring the master’s thesis) that view the master’s thesis as no longer relevant.



Resource issues are the primary reason graduate programs are creResource issues are the primary reason graduate programs are creating ating 
alternatives to the masteralternatives to the master’’s thesis.s thesis.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to exploring participants’ views on the value and relevancy of the master’s thesis, we were also interested in their views on factors that might be contributing to the move away from the thesis. 60% of the participants believe that resource issues are the primary reason for program’s creating alternatives to the thesis.
Again, however, there are differing opinions: 20% disagree that the movement away is about resource issues, and 20% are neutral.  
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Pattern holds!



Concerns surrounding studentsConcerns surrounding students’’ written and conceptual skills have played a written and conceptual skills have played a 
role in graduate social work programsrole in graduate social work programs’’ creating alternatives to the mastercreating alternatives to the master’’s s 

thesis.thesis.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Written and conceptual skills appears to be a concern for many Programs (42%). (This was an issue identified in the literature as a reason for moving away from the master’s thesis requirement.)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pattern holds!



There are alternatives to the masterThere are alternatives to the master’’s thesis that are just as effective in s thesis that are just as effective in 
preparing graduate social work students for practice.preparing graduate social work students for practice.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide reveals probably the most compelling evidence from the movement away from the master’s thesis (and area of with most overwhelming agreement). 79% of the participants agree that there are alternatives to the master’s thesis that are just as effective in preparing students for practice. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
First time we note considerable variance among those programs that require a thesis!



Camp 1: Opposed to ThesisCamp 1: Opposed to Thesis

•• Not Applicable Not Applicable 
•• Not Relevant Not Relevant 

•• Limited/No ValueLimited/No Value

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Qualitative data gave us a “closer” examination of the formation of the three camps that emerged from the quantitative ratings. For those persons who tended to be opposed to the master’s thesis, their written response made it clearer regarding why they are not in favor of the master’s thesis.



Camp 1: ExamplesCamp 1: Examples

•• ““Little applicability. The final graduation Little applicability. The final graduation 
requirement should be one that brings requirement should be one that brings 
knowledge, skills and practice together.knowledge, skills and practice together.””

•• ““Not relevant. Students are better off with a Not relevant. Students are better off with a 
more practical integration of learning and field more practical integration of learning and field 
practice.practice.””

•• ““ItIt’’s a useless exercise and a hold over from s a useless exercise and a hold over from 
grad programs where students are assumed to grad programs where students are assumed to 
be moving towards a Ph.D.be moving towards a Ph.D.””



Camp 2: Pro ThesisCamp 2: Pro Thesis

•• Development & Demonstration of Skills Development & Demonstration of Skills 
–– Critical Thinking/Conceptual SkillsCritical Thinking/Conceptual Skills
–– Written SkillsWritten Skills
–– Research SkillsResearch Skills
–– Preparation for Ph.D.Preparation for Ph.D.

•• Tool for Integration and SynthesisTool for Integration and Synthesis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Two themes for those who are pro-thesis: 1) Skills, 2) Integration

Interestingly, those who are in favor of the master’s thesis, talked about values of the thesis that I think it is safe to say that all social work educators would agree are relevant to preparing students for practice.



Camp 2: ExamplesCamp 2: Examples
•• ““Should be mandatoryShould be mandatory——demonstrates critical demonstrates critical 

thinking, ability to conceptualize, understanding thinking, ability to conceptualize, understanding 
of analysis, research methods and ties theory of analysis, research methods and ties theory 
and methods to practice.and methods to practice.””

•• ““A concrete way to help students integrate A concrete way to help students integrate 
content. Provides a sense of competence.content. Provides a sense of competence.””

•• ““Extremely important. Serves to consolidate Extremely important. Serves to consolidate 
curriculum contentcurriculum content——Builds confidenceBuilds confidence——Prepares Prepares 
students for research and support of evidencestudents for research and support of evidence-- 
based practice.based practice.””



Camp 3: NeutralCamp 3: Neutral

•• Feasibility/Resource IssuesFeasibility/Resource Issues

–– Faculty time/WorkloadFaculty time/Workload
–– StudentStudent--Faculty ratioFaculty ratio
–– Faculty supportFaculty support
–– Less Less ““intensiveintensive”” optionsoptions
–– Graduation delaysGraduation delays
–– Requires too much structureRequires too much structure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Context for why one might be “neutral”! See value—but how do you overcome these issues.



Camp 3: ExamplesCamp 3: Examples
•• ““Faculty are not adequately compensated and union Faculty are not adequately compensated and union 

workload makes it cumbersome to balance out workload workload makes it cumbersome to balance out workload 
credit.credit.””

•• ““TimeTime: 1) the curriculum is 61 hours long. 2) Practice : 1) the curriculum is 61 hours long. 2) Practice 
forums or curriculum. 3) Faculty time to supervise. forums or curriculum. 3) Faculty time to supervise. 
AccountabilityAccountability: 1) the CSWE standards do not support. : 1) the CSWE standards do not support. 
2) State licensing requires practice hours. 3) Students2) State licensing requires practice hours. 3) Students’’ 
interest or lack of.interest or lack of.””

•• ““Difficulty in establishing equivalency with M.A. thesis Difficulty in establishing equivalency with M.A. thesis 
requirements in social and biological science program on requirements in social and biological science program on 
campus. In a nutshell, would our programcampus. In a nutshell, would our program’’s thesis have s thesis have 
equivalent rigor to other programs?equivalent rigor to other programs?””



ImplicationsImplications

•• Increase DialogueIncrease Dialogue: Transition is too quiet!: Transition is too quiet!
–– How are resource issues addressed?How are resource issues addressed?
–– What alternatives appear to be successful culminating options?What alternatives appear to be successful culminating options?
–– What are studentsWhat are students’’ needs related to culminating experiences?needs related to culminating experiences?

•• Increase Knowledge Building:Increase Knowledge Building:
–– Programmatic decisions must be connected to quality data and Programmatic decisions must be connected to quality data and 

committed dialogue.committed dialogue.
–– Resources must be available to allow for serious/rigorous Resources must be available to allow for serious/rigorous 

(intense) assessment.(intense) assessment.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next steps:

Share experiences!	
Must test/scrutinize our assumptions!
Resource issue! (Previous Research on addressing evaluative standards require program assessment!)



Thesis DefinitionThesis Definition

•• The California State University Education Code (Title V, SectionThe California State University Education Code (Title V, Section 
40510, p. 473) defines a thesis as40510, p. 473) defines a thesis as

. . . the written product of a systematic study of a significant. . . the written product of a systematic study of a significant 
problem. It identifies the problem, states the major assumptionsproblem. It identifies the problem, states the major assumptions, , 
explains the significance of the undertaking, sets forth the souexplains the significance of the undertaking, sets forth the sources rces 
for and methods of gathering information, analyzes the data, andfor and methods of gathering information, analyzes the data, and 
offers a conclusion or recommendation. The finished project offers a conclusion or recommendation. The finished project 
(product) evidences originality, critical and independent thinki(product) evidences originality, critical and independent thinking, ng, 
appropriate organization and format, and thorough documentation.appropriate organization and format, and thorough documentation.

A thesis is an original contribution to knowledge resulting fromA thesis is an original contribution to knowledge resulting from the the 
systematic study of a significant problem or issue.systematic study of a significant problem or issue.
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